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GOSPEL ILLUSIONS/ TRICKS
Card Tricks with a message
1-63 GOSPEL NUMBER
CARD SET - uses 6 A4

BIBLE PACK TRICK
This amazing cards trick is
used to present the overview
of the gospel story. An intriguing method of learning some
Bible truths by spelling your
way through a stack of playing
cards. Includes the famous “Soldier‟s Bible” story and
the „head of Christ‟ peel off label.

colourful cards with a „tricky‟
numbers game on one side
and symbols on the other to
introduce and explain an
overview of the Gospel.

GOD KNOWS! - is a simple A4

God
Knows!

size free choice trick which looks
like the performer knows how to
read people‟s minds. We can‟t
(of course), but we do know there is
Someone who can – for He knows
everything!

WHAT

IS

EASTER?

- is a baffling, colourful, A4
size free choice trick that
teaches truths about the true
meaning of Easter and Jesus
himself. The trick is easy to
do but the effect is absolutely
amazing. The message is gospel centred so is suitable
for all times of the year.

RESURRECTION
3 CARD MONTE is a
classic card trick with an
Easter theme. Very easy
to do but quite baffling!
Jesus is buried, is then
gone from the grave but
re-appears elsewhere later.

WHI CH
W AY
HEAVEN?

TO

This is a „free choice‟ A4
size trick using multicoloured squares to show
that there is only one way to
heaven!

WHAT’S FIRST? A colourful A5
size counting and spelling game
that shows what‟s first and the most
important in many people‟s lives …
but amazingly the audience sees
what (who) should be!

(JUMBO size cards)

WHO

IS

THE
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KING?:

A volunteer from the audience
chooses a card from a stack
of 4 cards. After a lot of fun,
the 3 other cards are shown to
be low cards but the one the
volunteer unknowingly chose
is always a KING. When the
King is turned over it is shown to be the face of Christ!
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GOSPEL ILLUSIONS/ TRICKS
Rope Tricks
with a message

2 INTO 1 – ROPE TRICK: . Two
ropes of different lengths are changed
into two of equal lengths and then into
one long rope!
4 possible applications – Bible, equal
value of people, marriage, the church.

3 LOOP TRICK – 3 separately looped
colored ropes are amazingly linked
together right before
your
audience‟s
eyes. Depicts how
God and mankind
can be re-united by
Jesus.

THREE SHOELACE TRICK begins with
a white shoelace that changes to black, then
red, then disappears altogether, only to
reappear in a different place! Simple to do.
Comes with two Gospel applications.

LONG

ROPE

&

RING

THREE ROPE TRICK:
sees 3 ropes of different
lengths „changed‟ to three
of the same length, then
back again. Two clear
gospel applications.

TRICK

provides materials, know how and application for an excellent and entertaining
lesson on how sin and bad habits gets a
grip on our life but Christ deals with our
sin problem and can set us free.

Other resources
BALANCING QUESTION MARK - A plastic question mark that can be used to
talk about the questions we have in life. When an audience participant tries to
balance it on the end of their hand it keeps falling to the ground. But by adding a belt
to it (use yours as one is not included), you can actually balance it on the end of your
fingers. Amazing - you may even have an application to the belt of truth (Eph. 6) or
how Jesus is like the belt that helps us live a balanced life.

KID’S MINISTRY RESOURCES DVD
Promotional items - samples and promo videos from resource providers.
PowerPoints - a small collection of presentations that will assist you in ministry.
Video clips - funny, ministry & general. Can be used to supplement your teaching.
Web Links - find useful places on the internet where you can access resources
Christian cartoons - samples of humorous drawings with a message.
...plus heaps & heaps more.
Warning!
Don’t try and check the whole disc out in one go or you’ll end up in overload!
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